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What he had for breakfast. What she wore to school. Advertisement How she feels. Saying goodbye to your
children and their childhood is much harder than all the pithy sayings make it seem. They are her fourth and
fifth children. And I have said nothing, because, really, what is there to say? One door closes and another door
opens. The best thing a parent can give their child is wings. I read all these things when my children left home
and thought then what I think now: What do these words mean? Before was an infant, a toddler, a child, a
teenager. Before was feeding and changing and teaching and comforting and guiding and disciplining,
everything hands-on. As for a door closing? Would that you could close a door and forget for even a minute
your children and your love for them and your fear for them, too. And would that they occupied just a single
room in your head. As for the wings analogy? But children are not birds. To grow a child, a body changes. It
needs more sleep. It rejects food it used to like. It expands and it adapts. To let go of a child, a body changes,
too. It sighs and it cries and it feels weightless and heavy at the same time. The drive home alone without them
is the worst. And the first few days. But then it gets better. The kids call, come home, bring their friends, and
fill the house with their energy again. Life does go on. But I miss them, still, all these years later, the children
they were, at the dinner table, beside me on the couch, talking on the phone, sleeping in their rooms, safe,
home, mine.
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This is true for family members, friends, coworkers, and really anyone one would surround oneself with. I am
one of those people who recognized slowly what was happening to me. If my parents had been willing to
really listen to what their adult child had to say, to respect and consider it, the outcome would have been
entirely different. Alternatively, forums for the parents of estranged children are frequented by those who
claim their son or daughter never explained their reasons for walking away. If you are estranged from your
adult child, chances are they have told you whyâ€”you just chose to ignore it. The parent who has always
controlled you also expects to control your spouse, and when this fails to happen, it often results in contention,
smear campaigns, and petty complaints designed to either force the new son- or daughter-in-law into
compliance or get rid of them entirely via divorce. Parents must respect their adult children and their spouses,
regardless of whether they like them or not, even if you have differing expectations about family roles. You do
not get to choose whom your children love. He cares about other people just as much as he cares about you.
The Parent Refuses to Apologize The refusal to apologize is a red flag for narcissistic personality disorder: It
allows someone to justify their hurtful actions and words and blurs reality. Time and again, their children will
try to make them understand a different perspective, but they continue to fail to see their own culpability. They
gaslight their children into believing they are at fault and force them to apologize in order to mend the family.
To paraphrase the late Albert Einstein, the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again
and expecting different results. This applies to the relationship you might have with your parents. You might
realize you have to get off the hamster wheel. When we hurt people, we ought to apologize without justifying.
She gaslighted me, meaning she told me my perceptions were incorrect Overbearing and Undermining
Grandparenting A disordered parent sees their child as an extension of themselves, not as an individual, and
grandchildren are but one more step on the ladder of "me. Undermining is not okay. Did you ever demand to
have your grandchildren for certain events or visits? Stop giving the grandchildren sugar when their parents
ask you not to. Sparing the rod does not always spoil the child. Quit taunting your grandchildren with scary
stories and insulting "jokes. The older generation must learn the difference between parenting and
grandparenting. Your days of making all the decisions are over. In this new chapter of your life, your role is to
give unconditional love and guidance, but it is a privilege, not a right. A grandchild is not your prodigy, nor
are they your property. Be thankful for the time you are given rather than resentful over what you think you
deserve. Parents will always hold their children in their closest circle of relationships. The Parent Plays
Favorites Among Siblings In early childhood, siblings in disordered families are assigned roles as either a
scapegoat or a golden child. Although the role one plays may be fluid, those who are mostly scapegoats are
often the first and sometimes only ones to see and name the dysfunctionâ€”and this seldom goes very well.
Eventually, the scapegoat realizes they are alone, even among family. Some will continue to try, but many will
just walk way. Get therapy if you have been accused of paying favorites. Because disordered minds struggle to
understand boundaries, I believe this reason is better explained with examples. Insisting on being present for
the birth of a grandchild is wrong. Nobody but the mother-to-be and her birthing staff have the right to be in
the room. Giving undergarments and sex toys as gifts is inappropriate. Doing this is crossing more boundaries
than I have time to list. Quit demanding "alone time" with your adult child away from their significant other.
Discussing your marital troubles with your adult child is wrong and crosses so many hill-to-die-on boundaries.
Tell it to your best friend, or may I recommend a therapist? Criticizing clothing choices, hairstyles,
companions, careers, religion or lack thereof, parenting styles, and the like is crossing boundaries. Ask
yourself, "Why would my child make a bad choice? Did I not teach him the tools needed to make good
decisions? At some point, the older generation must trust they have raised their children to make good
decisions and respect those decisions. In the meantime, keep your opinions to yourself and stop trying to "save
them" or "fix" things. They had been maligning me my whole life. None of this was true. Once I got away, my
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life got so much better. Family Estrangement in Adulthood ," which describes a survey of over people who
self-identified as having estranged from all or part of their family of origin, offers some relevant data: Who is
more likely to break ties: How does gender affect closeness? However, when males estrange, it seems to be
more final or longer-lasting: Who tends to estrange permanently: So sons and fathers are more likely to
experience permanent closure than daughters and mothers. What about intermittent estrangements? We have
some insight into on-again-off-again estrangements, where family members cycle in and out of closeness over
the years. Who is most likely to cut off contact: The younger generation is usually the one to break ties. Over
half of people who "divorce" a parent say they were the ones who made the move. Is there any chance the
relationship will be mended? According to the parents, yes: Most parents hold out hope that they will
reconcile with their child. But according to the younger generation, no: And according to experts like Sheri
Heller, LCSW, a NYC psychotherapist and interfaith minister in private practice, "If PD abusers lack the
capacity for insight and positive change, it is likely they will persist with predation, denying their perfidious
motives, and evidencing an absence of sincere remorse. To re-engage with this degree of pathology puts the
adult victim at risk for regressing into dysfunctional interpersonal patterns, succumbing to guilt and cognitive
dissonance, getting mired in confused roles, and being flooded by abandonment panic. For many, this
constitutes a deal-breaker which results in finality. The British study found an interesting generational
discrepancy when it came to the communication of the reasons for the estrangement. This disparity only
emphasizes the breakdown in communication in these families and suggests that the older generation might
not be listening or has a hard time hearing what their children are saying, which is probably at the core of the
problem. Is That the End? The exact opposite is true of unhealthy, disordered families. I lived in one for more
than 40 years. I tried discussing the matter, only to find myself enmeshed in bitter verbal arguments. I tried
using parables and comparisons, pointing out other family dysfunctions and relating them to our own, but that
failed, too. I tried many ways to rectify the situation, but every time, I was met with anger and resistance. I
realized I had become just like them and I made a conscious choice to change myself and to bring to an end
the generations of dysfunction in my family tree. Every day I read stories, online support group threads,
estranged child forums, and talk with people around the globe who feel they had no other choice but to walk
away. Not a single one of us is happy about it. Unfortunately, however, many readers will be inclined to argue
and resort to writing long comments complaining about their child to a bunch of internet strangers. Why are
you putting all the blame on the parents? Do you honestly believe children are responsible for none of it?
Children are ungrateful, cruel, inconsiderate too. People like you are sending the wrong message to society. If
you had, you would know that I have adult children. Our relationship was extremely strained and heading
toward full-on estrangement. However, instead of blaming them, I took an inward look at myself. Whether
you want to hear it or not, children are created. Who we become is a reflection of how we were raised. While
there are some exceptions to this rule, there are not as many as people would like to think. Please stop being so
angry at your child and seek out the services of a family therapist in your area. My parents, however, continue
to hold on to your attitude and I no longer have any contact with them, and the contact my adult children have
with them is decreasing every day. Whose shoes had you rather be in? I have two daughters that cannot forget
the past and these are things that have happened over 10 years ago. What should I do? But trying to wash it
down with whataboutisms never works. Somebody has to be the one put down their pointing fingers, listen,
and then try to make changes and amends if the issues are ever to be resolved. The question I present to you is
this:
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One of the ones I enjoy the most is the ability to request, and receive, free copies of dozens of new books each
year. A child is woken from sleep in the middle of the night by a father who promises to show her the titular
"pieces of another world. Finally, she sees the promised other worlds, which you and I knew all along were
meteors, but which may be a surprise to young kids being read this story. This book would be a super way to
prepare kids for their first trip with you to watch a meteor shower. Solar System Forecast A story book about
planetary meteorology? And a really fun one, too. The pencil drawings of Laurie Allen Klein are also fun,
featuring rover weather reporters on Mars and snowman-building robots on Pluto. Back pages contain denser
facts and a couple of questions to make kids think. The text is good but the illustrations are what make me
enjoy this book so much; crowding around each planet are historical figures and personified yet still
recognizable, if you know your stuff spacecraft. Back pages contain challenge activities for kids, better, I
think, than the usual couple of pages of dense facts. Back pages include a few facts and fun activities. Annie
Jump Cannon, Astronomer A nicely illustrated biography of the first woman to receive a n honorary Ph. Her
achievements were as enabled by privilege as they were constrained by prejudice. The role her gender played
in what she was able to accomplish is stated matter-of-factly, as when her employer Edward Pickering is
quoted as saying that women were as good at "routine work" as men, yet better because they could be paid at
one-fourth! The text passes no judgment on this, and unlike any of the other books on this list, there are no end
pages with further information or suggestions for discussion. That makes it problematic. Can he be both?
Traveling to Earth, she is reminded by people and creatures she meets of how much her nighttime light is
valued. Born with a Bang: It tells the story of the origin of the Universe from the big bang to the initial
formation of the solar system in a narrative form that achieves a reasonable amount of detail, while avoiding
unnecessary vocabulary. For instance, one page describes inflation the initial, faster expansion of the universe,
before the slowing to the modern rate of expansion without calling it "inflation. In the book the Universe talks
about the dreams of things she wanted one day to create, and of her pride in the accomplishments of the
Mother Star the star whose supernova created the elements that our Sun formed from. In this book, the
Universe first imagined things she wanted to create, and then created them. How much you like this book will
depend, I think, on where your philosophy lies on the spectrum that spans the space between "The universe
was created" and "the universe just happened. But still not a bad introduction to the facts as currently
understood about how the universe came to be. Going Around the Sun: Definitely my least favorite entry in
the list, which is disappointing because it was the only one I received this year that was aimed at preschoolers.
It introduces each planet with rhyming couplets that manage to deliver practically no information except the
order of the planets from the Sun. Coming in a week or more likely two:
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The Astrology of Relationships Family Relationships An argument in favour of astrology is that of family
relationships portrayed in the astrological charts of parent and child. Comparing the birthcharts of family
members can be rather illuminating. It is often found that there is a lot of correlation between the charts of
members of the same family. The genetic blueprint is not only present in DNA but also in astrology. Often the
most noticeable thing between a parent and child is the placements of the sun and moon, often coinciding with
that of the ascendant of the other. In this respect, charts of family members are useful in the art of rectification
where a birth time is unknown or in doubt. Sometimes signs in general show a lot of activity for each member
and it can be found that certain signs always have some planet posited there, while others seem to be entirely
neglected. The eleventh house is also a house of children, by it being the fifth house from the seventh of
partners. That is to say the children of the partner. Turning the chart is often useful to see the relationship
between two people whatever their relationship may be. The ruler of the sign on the cusp of such a house
shows where that person is actually at, as well as the nature of that person. This technique is often used in the
art of horary astrology to answer questions concerning other people. There has been and is, much debate over
which house represents which parent. While some say that, as the natural ruler of the fourth is the moon that
also rules the mother, then the fourth house must be that of the mother. Therefore the tenth house represents
the father, but is also the house of status and career. However, many astrologers now take it to be the other
way round, with the mother represented by the tenth and the father by the fourth house. As the fourth house
shows the basic home life and part of the childhood, I personally prefer the fourth to show the parent with the
most influence during the upbringing of a child. That also takes the middle road between the two differing
opinions regarding the houses of the parents. While children born within a few years of each other will have
most of the outer planets in the same signs, there also occur placements that link one to the other. Again, this
can be illuminating, identifying problems or compatibility. The French scientist, Michel Gauquelin, well
known for discovering the "Mars Effect", tested many areas of astrology including family relationships.
However, he did find that if a parent had a particular planet on an angle of the chart, then a child often had the
same planet on the same angle. His research into this and the conclusions drawn were based on the data of 60,
birthcharts. None of the other planets worked out in such a way. However, only the Sun and Mercury are
missing from that list of the traditional seven planets. The outer planets of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are
already known to be generational planets and their effect is of such too, so it would be unlikely that they
would play any part in astrological heredity. Mercury by its nature and by the fact that it is always close to the
sun is also not hard to understand as not being a part of it. What of the sun then? The sun is representative of
the ego, the individual, the core essence, so maybe by what it symbolises it could go some way to explain why
it does not figure as the other planets do. TWINS A double-bodied sign on the cusp of the fifth house is said to
indicate the likelihood of twins or multiple births, as is the moon being posited in such a sign. Such signs
being the mutable signs of Gemini, Sagittarius or Pisces. Natural twins, although being born on the same date
and in the same place, can lead very different lives depending on the time they were each born. For instance,
one may be born with Jupiter in the first house and the other with the same planet at the same degree of the
same sign but in the twelfth house. Jupiter would play out differently for both of them due to the difference in
the houses and what they govern.
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The Sun and Solarism The Sun is the centre of the solar system, and in the family of planets acts in just that
way. It has high expectations of the others, and in itself, the Sun is the most powerful figure in the horoscope.
As the focus, the Sun represents how our life-force was received in the family and how our self and ego
develops in accord with family values. The Sun can overpower other planets in the horoscope in quite
primitive ways, when the ego-nature of the individual is stronger than and disconnected from his or her
conscious sense of integrity or ethics. The nature of the Sun is to radiate, outshine and expose all things to its
relentless light. It is the attention seeker, the planet which defies all, even Pluto, to check its power. The Sun
has authority, but equally that authority can be undermined, thwarted or subverted by other planets, as it is a
rare chart that has an unaspected Sun. The Sun is the archetypal father-image, the heroic principle, and is
usually associated with the male role-models in the family and the paternal line. The Sun in the chart can
appear to stand alone. This often shows an individual with an extremely unique way of being and one who
finds it very uncomfortable relating to the average standards of his or her culture - particularly his or her
family system! The physical presence or absence of the father seems irrelevant in many cases, because the
underlying archetypal expectation of the father is stamped in the solar figure in the horoscope. This is clearly
both positive and negative - if we have to bear unrealistic expectations and must consciously overcome the
failures of our father, then we can suffer undue guilt and responsibility-feelings. Our Sun can be arrested in its
development in order that the issues unresolved in our father can be transformed through us. However, even
the most basic psychological knowledge shows us that unresolved complexes in the parents are passed on for
the children to seek solution. We will find that the solar legacy is one which most frequently runs down
through the paternal line, and is then passed on through the next generations. Both men and women can carry
paternal legacies - men identify more with the male principle through the Sun with respect to their sense of
male-identity and desire to build, conquer and protect, while women utilize the solar legacy in their desire to
control and conduct lives independent from the emotional zones of families and relationships. Aspects formed
by the Sun to other planets are often a literal image of how we perceived our father and his influence in our
heroic - productive - life. As mentioned previously, the Sun needs challenge to develop its potential
characteristics and assist in the development of the ego. Usually, it is the father who enacts this kind of
role-model for the children by being elusive, exciting, unpredictable in his appearances, big, strong, foreign to
the nest, influential in the governing of the family, et cetera. This structure may appear to be archaic in its
description, but then archetypes are out of time and lie at the base of our social and personal lives. Sometimes
the father is strong in influence by his absence and conversely weak by his presence. Individuals with the Sun
rising or in the MC of the chart experience extraordinary pressure to succeed in whatever endeavour is
undertaken. This can be fun if the person is allowed to slowly develop his or her own interests and is allowed
to show-off on a regular basis all that she has accomplished! The Sun strongly placed in the angles like this
does indicate a powerful psychological connection to the father and the person carries the father with them
into everything that is presented to the world. An unaspected Sun is an indication that the individual will need
to find a completely new way of using his or her ego to find something outside the family dynamic to pursue.
The unaspected Sun person will find it exceptionally difficult to conform to the family, but will attempt to do
so until a turning point occurs, allowing them to set off in their own direction. There is usually a very strong
longing for a father, or father figure, but because there is no aspect from the Sun to another planet, there is no
clear image of the father in the psyche. Hence, the person has to become their own father, or to become their
own authority. All the words that stem from the Latin auctor - author, authority, authenticity, and all
derivatives are especially significant for unaspected solar people. They must find inner validation rather than
seeking it from without. This often means long periods of wandering, looking, seeking and searching for
purpose and direction in life. Solar Themes in Family Dynamics To preface this delineation, remember that
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these are themes, that is, they can manifest in either direction, overtly or covertly. They can also be made
obvious by negation - for example, a Sun-Jupiter theme can be so inverted in one person that it results in one
family member being very introverted, never travelling far from home, having narrow viewpoints and very
little in the way of social energy, while another member of the same family travels widely, has a variety of
activities, enacts for the others the exciting, dramatic and expansive life. Likewise, a Sun-Saturn theme can
run from being terribly successful and goal-oriented to being downtrodden and melancholic, not fulfilling his
or her fullest potential. With that mind, these are two examples of the energetic solar themes of family
dynamics: This can produce high-achievers or counter with strong conservatives and depressives if Saturn is
part of the theme , executive types and self-made men and women. Wanderers, mavericks, renegades and
individualists are lovingly, though occasionally grudgingly, respected. If combined with Jupiter, there is a
manic-depressive atmosphere where someone is always countering or balancing the extremes - this family
usually produces a mediator-type who trots back and forth or who suffers because of enmity between two
others in the family whom she or he loves equally. One member may have to withdraw in order for the whole
family to survive as a system. The balance of the family dynamic is tenuous and spark-filled, creating a sense
of balancing and counter-balancing all the time. This family attracts nurturers, carers and usually, quite stable
relationship-partners to counter-balance the over-aggressive energy. There is so much encouragement to be
oneself at as early an age as possible that often the necessary aspect of repression and civilisation for the sake
of society is ignored completely. This is a highly unconventional signature for any group of people who wish
to work together, unless it is via the Internet, or on the intercom, Cellnet or via satellite transmission. This
does not mean that it is none of those things, has no feeling-tone or is sociopathic, but it will not appear to be a
family in concert that way. What others might regard as eccentricity is regarded as a normal and valued trait.
What appears chaotic or weird to visitors from outside the family is very likely a security-system for the
individuals within it. Of all the human attributes, thinking is most meritorious; creativity and innovation is
valued far above order; autocracy is essential to self-discovery and individuation requires repeated departures
and returns to and from the matrix of the family. The inconsistency in itself is a form of stability, however, for
any one individual who needs more attention, more nurture, more assurance, this is a very uncomfortable
home and even a run-of-the-mill kind of emotional need can be seen as a cloying, infantile behaviour. The
Moon and Lunacy In the family of planets, the Moon is two things: It is the needy one and the caring one. Its
nature is to impose itself on other more linear planets in emotional ways - feelings, irrational behaviour and
implications can even unsettle old Saturn! Although the Moon is reflective and implicitly related to the Sun all
its light is solar-reflection, or earth-shine it is the most holistically influential body in the family of planets and in the horoscope when viewed for family matters. The Moon is the mother-image, the adaptive principle,
and is usually, but not always, associated with the females in the family - mother, aunts, sisters, and the
maternal line. The Moon is the container of the infant, its home during the formation of its body and deep
instinctual nature. Lunar responses to life outside the womb can be traced back to the short intra-uterine
experience. In the womb we are our mothers, we are not separate, but one. Her nourishment is ours, her
heart-beat is tuned with ours, her emotions affect us, her body holds our body. This is the most significant
body in the horoscope with respect to family dynamics, for it is the maternal line which acts as the conduit for
generational transition. The Moon can be the weakest link in the chart - one can be strong, heroic, creative,
amusing, innovative, brilliant and healthy but can be emotionally barren, hostile, tortured and impoverished.
The Moon in the horoscope shows how our environment affected us from the very instant of birth - and from
that premise, how we perceive our environment and the people in it. The first contact with the outside world is
meant to be the receiving arms of our mother. The infant, longing for reconnection to its source of life, is
infused with this primal imprint all the rest of life. The mood of the moment in astrology is the Moon - the
Moon in the natal chart is the mood of life for us! The Moon holds images of the fourth house, and in the
fourth house lies the ancestral pool - not just the mother but the blending of maternal and paternal lines. This
blend is held in the alembic of the fourth house, or the womb of the horoscope and if the Moon is a very strong
planet, then there are personal ancestral issues to be delved into. Only in conversation with ourself or with a
client with a strong lunar link can we determine to what degree this is a maternal issue alone. When the Moon
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is separated from the rest of the Gestalt of the horoscope - the handle of a bucket formation, it is very difficult
for the person to be able to connect his or her feelings with behaviour, either of his or her own, or others. This
lunar oddity usually indicates that there was a serious problem with the feminine in the family. It can indicate
the only male in a family of women, or a family in which the father was particularly weak and ineffective.
Men with this amputated Moon find it easier for women to carry their feelings than for them to be responsible
for their own. It is absolutely necessary for the split-off Moon person to make every conscious effort to
practice discovery of feelings. A typical scenario could run thus: They find that they have a delayed reaction to
emotional situations and are dissonant within themselves. These women are incredibly capable, reliable and
have the potential for taking on very solar work, but suffer quietly, wondering why no man or woman will
come to look after them. The segregated Moon is like a hook, other people can hang their feelings on it,
weighing it down, leaving no room for the owner of it to claim their feelings. This can be sad or it can be so
unconscious that only their most intimate friends and particularly, lovers will be aware of it. The image that
comes to mind is this: On an emotional level, this needs to be done, and can be through conscious effort and
awareness. There will always be an admirable capacity for emotional clarity and objectivity with this position,
but its pathology is coldness, lack of empathy and delayed responses. It could be an ideal place for the Moon if
it were treated in this way, using the metaphor of folding the chart in half, thus achieving integration. Lunar
Themes in Family Dynamics Two examples: There can be a confusion of values in the family, strong
passionate agreement and disagreement on emotional and value-laden subjects. Feelings can dominate the
rational capacity to understand what is expected of one. The function of creativity is very high and often
encouraged, as both the Moon and Venus have to do with art and the senses. However, when the Moon and
Venus are in hard aspect, particularly the square and opposition, there are frequently problems in integrating
the two faces of femininity. This is very likely a matriarchal line, wherein the women dominate by psychic and
material management ability. This is the strongest indicator that there is a secret in the family, which will
emerge through one of the hereditary members who has a Moon in Scorpio, in the eighth house, or hard
aspects of the Moon to Pluto. The family line is loaded with healers and magicians, law-makers and
law-breakers. It is often necessary for some form of emotional amputation to take place for the sake of
survival, and always surfaces later. This characteristic threads through all Plutonian-theme families and, as a
result, they are particularly sensitive to hidden agendas and always subject to emotional blackmail and fear of
loss. Feuding in the family is very common, sometimes for a lifetime, but often just for the power struggle.
Individuals in the family can experience feelings of loneliness in crowded rooms - for the family background
is always present. There is always powerful psychic connection of the mother with other family members; the
father can be hidden from view, but powerful in his emotional or physical absence. There can be strong
attachment to revenge, lack of forgiveness, inability to let pride fall away in favour of harmony. The Astrology
of Family Dynamics.
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A job description for a parent would include something of almost every other job. Strengths, weaknesses,
aptitude, and potentials jump off the page. We can see how to turn around negative momentum and maximize
talents that otherwise may not have been readily apparent. Understanding leads to greater patience, a virtue of
immeasurable worth in child-rearing! Many parents intuitively take a reading at the moment of birth and even
before through dreams or visions, and receive a prescient knowing of the child soon to be born. The child
comes to us with her own birth chart, her particular life plan, which many believe is determined prior to birth.
Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that environmental factors, decisions made by parents, education, and free
will can change, alter, or mitigate the prophecy foreseen in the chart for better or for worse. A seed containing
the blueprint of the most magnificent rose will not flower if denied sunshine, water, and good soil. And many
have cultivated beautiful flowers in rocky soils through love and care. How can we challenge the child to bring
out the positive Sun sign potential, but, at the same time, teach her to know clearly when she crosses the line
into negatives that could cause her much grief and sorrow later, if not corrected now? This is the challenge
before us as educators and parents to our children, even to the child within ourselves. We devise how to turn
them around. We take note of the positive potential and see how, like a good seed, it can be nurtured to bring
forth the ripest fruit on time. In reading about your child, emphasize the positive. Conversely, our natural
talents can stagnate and, if we fail to develop them, become the open door to self-indulgence. In astrology,
trines and sextiles are considered aspects that indicate energy flowing in harmony. Squares point to challenges,
blocks, internal frustrations and also pronounced talents. Oppositions indicate potential conflicts we resolve in
the Tai-Chi of our interactions with others. In expressing and mastering the dynamic aspects, we grow and can
realize our greatest achievements. Wherever you find dynamic aspects is where your child may need the most
guidance, consistency, and patience on your part. A child with Mars square Saturn can feel blocked. However,
if Mars and Saturn receive positive aspects from other planets, these will mitigate the difficulty and allow the
aspect to manifest in a more dynamic and purposeful way. The positive aspects can also indicate to you how to
work out the difficulty successfully. Contradictions abound in any natal chart. What to do when you come
across information that is contradictory? None of us is black and white. For example, a child might be
extroverted in sports, but shy in academics, or vice-versa. Some children, however, will need help in working
out such structural conflicts. Sometimes we come across strengths or talents in the child that may not be our
forte. A child with a grand trine in earth signs, but whose parents have little or no earth emphasis in their own
charts, may need other, more practical and businesslike people coming into her life to bring out the inherent
qualities of efficiency, order, and organization typical of this positive configuration. Astrological knowledge
must never be used to demean, criticize, or put anyone down. Find ways to help her master these. Be kind to
your child. Her star has appeared and it may be different in magnitude and brilliance than your own! While the
child is still in the process of turning her weaknesses into strengths, we can often fill in the gap! In
understanding our children, we also come to better understand ourselves, our own inner child. We look out
upon the world through the glasses of the Rising Sign. Many astrologers consider the Rising Sign as important
as the Sun Sign in describing identity. This makes sense, since the Ascendant describes the early childhood
experience. From myriad impressions and interactions, the child will weave the tapestry of her unique
selfhood. If the Rising Sign is very different from the Sun sign, the child may have to work at integrating
diverse aspects of her personality. The Ascendant is the beginning of the First House. For example, if Neptune
is in the 1st house, the child will be sensitive and impressionable, no matter what sign is on the Ascendant. A
child with Venus in the 1st house is likely to be attractive and charming. Mars in the 1st house is common in
the charts of athletes. Astrologers will often blend the characteristics of the Sun sign with the sign on the
Ascendant. For example, a child with an Aries Sun is usually somewhat self-centered. If the child, however,
has Pisces Rising then she is likely to be assertive but compassionate and interested in serving others.
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Sometimes, however, the child may experience a conflict; in this case, for instance, part of the child may want
to jump right into new experiences Aries whereas another part may be shy or afraid Pisces. The child could
feel overwhelmed Pisces by the stern parental rebuke given in response to a typically Arian impulsive action!
All this may seem very complex, but you can take it step by step. Are any of us really all that simple to
understand? You will have to study well the Sun sign and the Ascendant and the sign and house the Ruler is in
plus the nature of any planet in the 1st house. Learn the keys, be sensitive and observe the child. You will see
how it all comes together. The Natal Chart Creating the Natal Chart The astrological, or natal, chart is a
method of mapping the space surrounding our Earth for a birth moment. A natal chart is simply a snapshot of
the cosmos at the time of birth â€” a cosmic portrait. We know that all things are in motion. Not only do the
planets move slowly at different speeds in great elongated orbits around the Sun, but the Earth itself turns on
its axis once in 24 hours. As the Earth turns during a day, each one of us is exposed to the entire degrees of the
zodiac. The natal chart is a diagram or picture that stops the cosmic clock and captures the universe as it exists
at a particular moment. It is said that something that is born in time takes on the qualities of that specific
moment. Astrology is a map of karma, positive and negative, that will unfold in cycles of time. The seeds of
the future are always sown in the present, but can we read them? This is what the study of astrology is all
about: Astrology, then, is prophecy. Yet we know that prophecy can be altered, changed, or mitigated through
free will, right or wrong decisions, prayers, and self-awareness. The Sun sign interpretations that we find in
most newspapers are a far cry from the work of professional astrologers. The sign the Sun was in on the day of
your birth for example Aries, Taurus, or Gemini is only one of many factors that professionals look at. In
addition to the day and year of birth, most professionals use the time and place of birth as well. Birth date,
year, time, and place are all needed to pinpoint your place in time and space. Given this information, an
astrologer creates what is called a natal or birth chart sometimes called a horoscope. Each natal chart includes
the exact position of the Sun, Moon, and the planets: These planets are then placed in a circular diagram called
a chart wheel. This wheel is a miniature diagram of what the sky looked like at the moment of birth as seen
from the birthplace. The very top of the chart, or MC Medium Coeli or Midheaven , is that part of the zodiac
directly overhead, while the bottom of the chart, or IC Imum Coeli, or lower heaven , is the part beneath your
feet and on the other side of the Earth from you. At the extreme left-hand side of the wheel is the Ascendant,
or rising sign â€” the part of the zodiac that is on the horizon or rising at the birth moment. The Descendant is
on the right-hand side of the chart. This is the part of the zodiac that is setting. These four points â€” the
Ascendant, Descendant, Midheaven, and IC â€” are very important to astrologers. They are sensitive points.
Elements and Modalities The 12 zodiac signs have different qualities. Certain groups of signs share similar
qualities. The two most popular methods for sign grouping are elements and modalities. Astrologers like to see
which of the groups the natal planets fall in, then add them up to produce counts or totals. Keep in mind that
these points might tally up quite differently for you! If your child, however, lacks wants Cardinal planets and
is strong on Fixed, she may find it harder than you to get going; but once she gets started, her efforts could be
more stable. Learning your similarities and differences will help you master your own chart as well as be more
patient with your child. Elements A very popular grouping of the signs is that of the four elements â€” Fire,
Earth, Air, and Water. Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. People with lots of fire in their chart are very active,
involved and can do all kinds of things. Children with an emphasis on fire in their charts are vivacious and fun
to be with, but they may need to work at being more reliable. Fire-sign children love to look at the dancing
flames on a summer camp-out fire. Fire is creative but, mishandled, is dangerous. Those with little fire in their
charts often find it hard to get started, and they may need someone of greater enthusiasm and spark to get them
going! Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. People with lots of earth are very practical; they can see how to do and
use things. Children with a strong earth emphasis are looking for ways to be productive. Earth-sign children
enjoy playing with sand, clay, and beautiful rocks.
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It is thought that female deities are older than male ones in Mesopotamia and Tiamat may have begun as part
of the cult of Nammu , a female principle of a watery creative force, with equally strong connections to the
underworld, which predates the appearance of Ea-Enki. She has insides possibly "entrails" , a heart , arteries,
and blood. Tiamat is usually described as a sea serpent or dragon , although Assyriologist Alexander Heidel
disagreed with this identification and argued that "dragon form can not be imputed to Tiamat with certainty.
Joseph Fontenrose in particular found it "not convincing" and concluded that "there is reason to believe that
Tiamat was sometimes, not necessarily always, conceived as a dragoness. Tiamat was the "shining"
personification of salt water who roared and smote in the chaos of original creation. She and Apsu filled the
cosmic abyss with the primeval waters. She is "Ummu-Hubur who formed all things". In the myth recorded on
cuneiform tablets , the deity Enki later Ea believed correctly that Apsu was planning to murder the younger
deities, upset with the noisy tumult they created, and so captured him and held him prisoner beneath his
temple the E-Abzu. These were her own offspring: Tiamat possessed the Tablet of Destinies and in the
primordial battle she gave them to Kingu, the deity she had chosen as her lover and the leader of her host, and
who was also one of her children. The deities gathered in terror, but Anu, replaced later, first by Enlil and, in
the late version that has survived after the First Dynasty of Babylon , by Marduk , the son of Ea , first
extracting a promise that he would be revered as " king of the gods ", overcame her, armed with the arrows of
the winds, a net, a club, and an invincible spear. He cut through the channels of her blood, And he made the
North wind bear it away into secret places. Slicing Tiamat in half, he made from her ribs the vault of heaven
and earth. Her weeping eyes became the source of the Tigris and the Euphrates , her tail became the Milky
Way. With the approval of the elder deities, he took from Kingu the Tablet of Destinies , installing himself as
the head of the Babylonian pantheon. Kingu was captured and later was slain: The principal theme of the epic
is the justified elevation of Marduk to command over all the deities. Speiser remarked in [17] adding "The
exact Sumerian prototype, however, has not turned up so far. In the second " Chaoskampf " Tiamat is
considered the monstrous embodiment of primordial chaos. The theory suggests Tiamat and other ancient
monster figures were presented as former supreme deities of peaceful, woman-centered religions that were
turned into monsters when violent. Their defeat at the hands of a male hero corresponded to the manner in
which male-dominated religions overthrew ancient society. This theory is rejected by academia and modern
authors such as Lotte Motz , Cynthia Eller and others. International Standard Bible Encyclopedia. Retrieved
20 July
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So the planets related with this Cusp are Mercury, Sun and Venus. Now from the planetary position we will find that
Mercury is in the star of Moon and sub of Venus. Sun in the star of Mars and sub of Jupiter whereas Venus in the star of
Moon and sub of Venus.

9: Reviews of space-themed story books for children | The Planetary Society
A mother reunited with the son she gave up for adoption 30 years ago says now they're in love - and trying for a baby
together. Kim West, 51, has been in a relationship with her biological son.
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